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ABSTRACT

As far as we know, there are few error analysis of particle based methods like Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) method and Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS) method. We can find few
example of related results; Raviart has established error analysis of vortex methods for the vortex
equation [1], Ishijima-Kimura have established truncation error analysis of finite difference operators
appearing in MPS method [2], Ben Moussa have established convergence analysis of SPH method
for multidimensional conservation laws [3], and some papers cited in there references.

Recently,  we  have  obtained  error  estimates  of  a  generalized  particle  based  method  for  Poisson
equations  and heat  equations  [4].  Our  generalized method can  describe the  interpolants  and the
approximate differential operators  in case of not only SPH or MPS but also other methods, where it
is  possible  to  choose  various  weight  functions  not  considered  in  the  conventional  ones.  In  [4],
regular particle  distributions  with  respect  to  the  covering  radius  and  the  influence  radius  and
conectivity of the particles play important roles in our estimates. By extending the results in [4], we
obtain truncation error estimates with appropriate norms appearing in a particle base method based
on a weak formulation. Moreover, by introducing analogies like domain decomposition methods, we
define a particle based method based on weak formulations in an extended domain, and establish
error estimates of it.

Finally, some numerical results are shown. The numerical convergence rates of errors agree well with
the mathematical ones.
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